Abstract. Traditional model selection techniques involve training all candidate models in order to select the one that best balances training performance and expected generalization to new cases. When the number of candidate models is very large, though, training all of them is prohibitive. We present a method to automatically explore a large space of models of varying complexities, organized based on the structure of the example space. In our approach, one model is trained by minimizing a minimum description length objective function, and then derivatives of the objective with respect to model parameters over distinct classes of the training data are analyzed in order to suggest what model specifications and generalizations are likely to improve performance. This directs a search through the space of candidates, capable of finding a high performance model despite evaluating a small fraction of the total number of models. We apply our approach in a complex fantasy (American) football prediction domain and demonstrate that it finds high quality model structures, tailored to the amount of training data available.
Motivation
We consider a model to be a parametrically related family of hypotheses. Having a good model can be crucial to the success of a machine learning endeavor. A model that is too flexible for the amount of data available or a model whose flexibility is poorly positioned for the information in the data will perform badly on new inputs. But crafting an appropriate model by hand is both difficult and, in a sense, self-defeating. The learning algorithm (the focus of ML research) is then only partially responsible for any success; the designer's ingenuity becomes an integral component. This has given rise to a long-term trend in machine learning toward weaker models which in turn demand a great deal of world data in the form of labeled or unlabeled examples. Techniques such as structural risk minimization which a priori specify a nested family of increasingly complex models are an important direction. The level of flexibility is then variable and can be adjusted automatically based on the data itself.
This research reports our first steps in a new direction for automatically adapting model flexibility to the distinction that seem most important given the data. This allows adaptation to the kind of flexibility in addition to the level of complexity. We are interested in automatically constructing generative models to be used as a computational proxy for the real world. Once constructed and calibrated, such a model guides decisions within some prescribed domain of interest. Importantly, its utility is judged only within this limited domain of application. It can (and will likely) be wildly inaccurate elsewhere as the best model will concentrate its expressiveness where it will do the most good.
We contrast model learning with classification learning, which attempts to characterize a pattern given some appropriate representation of the data. Learning a model focuses on how best to represent the data. Real world data can be very complex. Given a myriad of distinctions that are possible, which are worth noticing? Which interactions should be emphasized and which ignored? Should certain combinations of distinctions be merged so as to pool the data and allow more accurate parameter estimation? In short, what is the most useful model from a space of related models? The answer depends on 1) the purpose to which the model will be applied: distinctions crucial for one purpose will be insignificant in others, 2) the amount of training data available: more data will generally support a more complex model, and 3) the emergent patterns in the training data: a successful model will carve the world "at its joints" respecting the natural equivalences and significant similarities within the domain.
The conventional tools for model selection include the minimum description length principle [1] , the Akaike information criterion [2] , and the Bayesian information criterion [3] , as well as cross-validation. The disadvantage of these techniques is that in order to evaluate a model, it must be trained to the data. For many models, this is time consuming, and so the techniques do not scale well to cases where we would like to consider a large number of candidate models.
In adapting models, it is paramount to reduce the danger of overfitting. Just as an overfit hypothesis will perform poorly, so will an overfit model. Such a model would make distinctions relevant to the particular data set but not to the underlying domain. The flexibility that it exposes will not match the needs of future examples, and even the best from such a space will perform poorly. To drive our adaption process we employ available prior domain knowledge. For us, this consists of information about distinctions that many experts through many years, or even many generations, have discovered about the domain. This sort of prior knowledge has the potential to provide far more information than can reasonably be extracted from any training set.
For example, in evaluating the future earnings of businesses, experts introduce distinctions such as the Sector: {Manufacturing, Service, Financial, Technology} which is a categorical multiset and Market Capitalization: {Micro, Small, Medium, Large} which is ordinal. Distinctions may overlap, a company's numeric Beta and its Cyclicality: {Cyclical, Non-cyclical, Counter-cyclical} represent different views of the same underlying property. Such distinctions are often latent, in the sense that they are derived or emergent properties; the company is perfectly well-formed and well-defined without them. Rather they represent conceptualizations that experts have invented. When available such prior knowledge should be taken as potentially useful. Ignoring it when relevant may greatly increase the required amount of data to essentially re-derive the expert knowledge. But blindly adopting it can also lead to degraded performance. If the distinction is unnecessary for the task or if there is insufficient data to confidently make use, performance will also suffer. We explore how the space of distinctions interacts with training data. Our algorithm conducts a directed search through model structures, and performs much better than simply trying every possibility. In our approach, one model is trained and analyzed to suggest alternative model formulations that are likely to result in better general performance. These suggestions guide a general search through the full space of alternative model formulations, allowing us to find a high quality model despite evaluating only a small fraction of the total number.
Preliminaries
To introduce our notation, we use as a running example the business earnings domain. Assume we predict future earnings with a linear function of N numerical features:
One possibility is to learn a single vector Φ. Of course, the individual φ i 's must still be estimated from training data, but once learned this single linear function will apply to all future examples. Another possibility is to treat companies in different sectors differently. Then we might learn one Φ for Manufacturing, a different one for Service companies, another for Financial companies, and another for Technology companies. A new example company is then treated according to its (primary) sector. On the other hand, perhaps Service companies and Financial companies seem to behave similarly in the training data. Then we might choose to lump those together, but to treat Manufacturing and Technology separately. Furthermore, we need not make the same distinctions for each feature. Consider f i = unemployment rate. If there is strong evidence that the unemployment rate will have a different effect on companies based on their sector and size, we would estimate (and later apply) a specialized φ i (for unemployment) based on sector and size together. Let D i be the finest grain distinction for feature f i (here, Sector × Size × Cyclicity). We refer to this set as the domain of applicability for parameter φ i . Depending on the evidence, though, we may choose not to distinguish all elements D i . The space of distinctions we can consider are the partitions of the D i 's. These form the alternative models that we must choose among.
Generally, the partitions of D i form a lattice (as shown in Figure 1 ). This lattice, which we will refer to as Λ Di , is ordered by the finer-than operator (a partition P is said to be finer than partition P , if every elements of P is a subset of some element of P ). In turn, we can construct the Cartesian product lattice We formally characterize a model by (M, Θ M ), where M = (P 1 , P 2 , ..., P N ) and Our goal is to find the trained model (M, Θ M ) that best balances simplicity with goodness of fit to the training data. For this paper, we choose to use the minimum description length principle [1] . Consider training data X = {x 1 , x 2 , ..., x m }. In order to evaluate the description length of the data, we use a two-part code combining the description length of the model and the description length of the data given the model: 
We assume that the function ExampleL(x k |(M, Θ M )) is twice differentiable with respect to the model parameters,
, and P i = P i for all i = j. That is, a refinement of M is a model which makes one additional distinction that M does not make.
Likewise, M is a generalization of M if there exists a value j such that
, and P i = P i for all i = j. That is, a generalization of M is a model that makes one less distinction than M .
Model Exploration
The number of candidate model structures in Λ explodes very quickly as the number of potential distinctions increases. Thus, for all but the simplest spaces, it is computationally infeasible to train and evaluate all such model structures.
Instead, we offer an efficient exploration method to explore lattice Λ in order to find a (locally) optimal value of (M, Θ M ). The general idea is to train a model structure M , arriving at parameter values Θ M , and then leverage the differentiability of the description length function to estimate the value for other model structures, in order to direct the search through Λ.
Objective Estimation
Note that at convergence, ∂L ∂φi,j = 0 for all φ i,j . As M odelL is fixed for a fixed M , and data description length is the sum of description lengths for each training example we have that
Recalling that φ i,j is applicable only over S i,j ⊆ D i , this can be rewritten:
Note that the inner summation (over each w) need not equal zero. That is, the training data may suggest that for class w ∈ D i , parameter φ i should be different than the value φ i,j . However, because the current model structure does not distinguish w from the other elements of S i,j , φ i,j is the best value across the entire domain of S i,j . In order to determine what distinctions we might want to add or remove, we consider the effect that each parameter has on each fine-grained class of data. Let
We define the following quantities:
The first two values are the first derivatives of the objective with respect to φ i,j and φ g,h for the examples corresponding to w ∈ D i and v ∈ D g respectively. The third equation is the second derivative taken once with respect to each parameter. Note that the value is zero for all examples other than those in w ∧ v. Consider the model M * that makes every possible distinction (the greatest element of lattice Λ). Computed over Example polynomial estimation of description length considering distinctions based on business size. For no distinctions, description length is minimized at point x. However, Taylor expansion estimates that the behavior of micro and small businesses is substantially different than medium or large businesses. This suggest that the distinction {{Micro, Small}, {Medium, Large}} should be entertained if the expected reduction in description length of the data is greater than the cost associated with the additional parameter.
DataL(X|(M
whereφ i,jw is the value of φ i,j , where w ∈ S i,j . Note that this polynomial is the same polynomial that would be constructed from the gradient and Hessian matrix in Newton's method. By minimizing this polynomial, we can estimate the minimum L for M * . More generally, we can use the polynomial to estimate the minimum L for any model stucture M in Λ. Suppose we wish to consider a model that does not distinguish between classes w and w ∈ D i with respect to parameter i. To do this, we enforce the constraint φ i,w = φ i,w , which results in a polynomial with one fewer parameters. Minimizing this polynomial gives us an estimate for the minimum value of DataL of the more general model structure. In this manner, any model structure can be estimated by placing equality constraints over parameters corresponding to classes not distinguished. A simple one dimensional example is detailed in Figure 2 .
We can then estimate the complete minimum description length M :
Theoretical Guarantees
When considering alternative model structures, we are guided by estimates of their minimum description length. However, if the domain satisfies certain criteria, we can compute a lower bound for this value, which may result in greater efficiency. Consider model formulation (M, Θ M ); let values d φi,j ,w be computed as described above.
Theorem 1 Consider maximal model
is a lower bound polynomial on the value of
Proof. The Hessian of DataL(X|M
for some Θ M * on the line connected Θ M and Θ M * . Thus, by our assumptions on the Hessian matrix we know that,
When the condition holds, this derivation allows us not only to lower bound the data description length of M * , but the length for any model structure in Λ. In the same manner as above, placing equality constraints on sets of φ polynomial estimation for DataL. In the same format as Equation 9, we can compute an optimistic lower bound for any model's value of L. b > 0 is satisfied for all cases where the objective function is strongly convex, however, the value is data and model format sensitive, so we can not offer a general solution to compute it.
Note that the gap between the estimated lower bound on min Θ M L(M , Θ M ) and its actual value will generally grow as the first derivative of DataL(X|(M , Θ M )) increases. That is, we will compute more meaningful lower bounds of min Θ M L(M , Θ M ) for models whose optimal parameter values are "close" to our current values.
Model Search
Given a trained model, using the techniques described above, we can estimate and lower bound the value of L and estimate the optimal parameter settings for any alternative model, M '. We offer two general techniques to search through the space of model structures. In the first approach, we maintain an optimistic lower bound on the value min Θ M L((M , Θ M )) for all M . At each step, we select for training the model structure M with the lowest optimistic bound for L. After training, we learn it's optimal parameter values, Θ M , and associated description length L((M , Θ M )). We then use Equation 10 to generate the lower bounding Taylor expansion polynomial around Θ M . This polynomial is then used to update the optimistic description lengths for all alternative models (increasing but never decreasing each bound). We proceed until a model M has been evaluated whose description length is within of the minimum optimistic bound across all unevaluated models. At this point we adopt model M .
Of course, the number of such models grows exponentially with the number of example classes. Thus, even maintaining optimistic bounds for all such models may be prohibitive. Thus, we present an alternative model exploration technique that hill-climbs in the lattice of models. In this approach, we iterate by training a model M , and then estimate L((M , Θ M )) only for model structures M that are neighbors (immediate generalizations and specializations) of M in lattice Λ. These alternative model structures are limited in number, making estimation computationally feasible, and similar to the current trained model. Thus, we expect the optimal parameter settings for these models will be "close" to our current parameter values, so that the objective estimates will be reasonably accurate. At this point, we can transition to and evaluate model M with the lowest estimated value of L((M , Θ M ), from the neighbors of M . This cycle repeats until no neighboring models are estimated to decrease the description length, at which point the evaluated model with minimum L is adopted. For the complex fantasy football domain presented in the following section, the number of models in Λ is computationally infeasible, and so we use the alternative greedy exploration approach.
Fantasy Football
Fantasy football [4] is a popular game that millions of people participate in each fall during the American National Football League season. The NFL season extends 17 weeks, in which each of the 32 "real" teams plays 16 games, with one bye (off) week. In fantasy football, participants manage virtual (fantasy) teams composed of real players, and compete in virtual games against other managers. In these games, managers must choose which players on their roster to make active for the upcoming week's games, while taking into account constraints on the maximum number of active players in each position. A fantasy team's score is then derived from the active players' performances in their real-world games. While these calculations vary somewhat from league to league, a typical formula is: 
The sum of points earned by the active players during the week is the fantasy team's score, and the team wins if its score is greater than its opponent's. Thus, being successful in fantasy football necessitates predicting as accurately as possible the number of points players will earn in future real games. Many factors affect how much and how effectively a player will play. For one, the player will be faced with a different opponent each week, and the quality of these opponents can vary significantly. Second, American football is a very physical sport and injuries, both minor and serious, are common. While we expect an injury to decrease the injured player's performance, it may increase the productivity of teammates who may then accrue more playing time.
American football players all play a primary position on the field. The positions that are relevant to fantasy football are quarterbacks (QB), running backs (RB), wide receivers (WR), tight ends (TE), and kickers (K). Players at each of these positions perform different roles on the team, and players at the same position on the same NFL team act somewhat like interchangeable units. In a sense, these players are in competition with each other to earn playing time during the games, and the team exhibits a preference over the players, in which high priority players (starters) are on the field most of the game and other players (reserves) are used sparingly.
Modeling
Our task is to predict the number of points each fantasy football player will earn in the upcoming week's games. Suppose the current week is week w (let week 1 refer to the first week for which historical data exists, not the first week of the current season). In order to make these predictions, we have access to the following data: -The roster of each team for weeks 1 to w -For each player, for each week 1 to w − 1 we have:
-The number of fantasy points that the player earned, and -The number of plays in which the player actively participated (gained possession of or kicked the ball) 
P oints i,w = P layingT ime i,w × ps i × ts(opp(t, w), pos(i))
where R t is the set of players on team t's roster, pos(i) is the position of player i, injury(i, w) is a function mapping to the real numbers that corresponds to the player's injury's effect on his playing time. We assume, then, that the actual values are distributed as follows:
We do not know a priori what distinctions are worth noticing, in terms of variances, prior distributions, and injury effects. For example, do high priority players have significantly higher skill values than medium priority players? Does a particular injury status have different implications for tight ends than for kickers? Of course, the answer to these questions depends on the amount of training data we have to calibrate our model. We utilize the greedy model structure exploration procedure defined in Section 3.3 to answer these questions. For this domain, we entertain alternative models based on the following parameters and domains of applicability: Fig. 3 . The space of model distinctions. For each parameter, the domain of applicability is carved up into one or more regions along the grid lines, and each region is associated with a distinct parameter value.
injury(i, w)
: Figure 3 illustrates the space of distinctions. We initialize the greedy model structure search with the simplest model, that makes no distinctions for any of the five parameters. Given a fixed model structure M , we utilize the expectation maximization [5] procedure to minimize DataL(X|(M, Θ M )) = −log 2 P (X| (M, Θ M ) ). This procedure alternates between computing posterior distributions for the latent player priorities, skills, and team skills for fixed Θ M , and then re-estimating Θ M based on these distributions and the observed data. In learning these values, we limit the contributing data to a one year sliding window preceding the week in question. Additionally, because players' priorities change with time, we apply an exponential discount factor for earlier weeks and seasons. This allows the model to bias the player priority estimates to reflect the players' current standings on their team. We found that player and team skill features change little within the time frame of a year, and so discounting for these values was not necessary.
M odelL((M, Θ M )), the description length of the model, has two components, the representation of the model structure M , and the representation of Θ M . We choose to make the description length of M constant (equivalent to a uniform prior over all model structures). The description length of Θ M scales linearly with the number of parameters. Although in our implementation, these values are represented as 32-bit floating point values, 32 bits is not necessarily the correct description length for each parameter as it fails to capture the useful range and grain-size. Therefore, this parameter penalty, along with the week and year discount factors, are learned via cross validation.
Experiments
A suite of experiments demonstrates the following: First, given an amount of training data, the greedy model structure exploration procedure suitably selects a model (of the appropriate complexity), to generalize to withheld data. Second, when trained on the full set of training data, the model selected by our approach exceeds the performance of suitable competitors, including a standard support vector regression approach and a human expert.
We First we demonstrate that, for a given amount of training data, our model structure search selects an appropriate model structure. We do this by using our validation data to selecting model structures based on various amounts of training data, and then evaluate them in alternative scenarios where different amounts of data are available.
Due to the interactions of players and teams in the fantasy football domain, we cannot simply throw out some fraction of the players to learn a limited-data model. Instead, we impose the following schema to learn different models corresponding to different amount of data. We randomly assign the players into G artificial groups. That is, for G = 10, each group contains (on average) one tenth of the total number of players. Then, we learn different model structures and parameter values for each group, although all players still interact in terms of predicted playing time and points are as describe in Equation 14.
For example, consider the value μ ps , the mean player skill for some class of players. Even if no other distinctions are made (those that could be made based on position or priority), we learn G values for μ ps , one for each group, and each parameter value is based only on the players in one group. As G increases, these parameters are estimated based on fewer players. As making additional distinctions carries a greater risk of over-fitting, in general, we expect the complexity of the best model to decrease as G increases.
In order to evaluate how well our approach selects a model tailored to an amount of training data, we utilize the 2006 validation data to learn models for each of G train = 1, 4, and 16. In each case we learn G train different models (one for each group). Then for each week w in 2007-2008, we again randomly partition the players, but into a different number of groups, G test . For each of the G test groups, we sample at random a model structure uniformly from those learned. Then, model parameters and player/team latent variables are re-estimated using EM with data for the one year data window leading up to week w, for each of the G test models. Finally, predictions are made for week w and compared to the players' actual performances. We repeat this process three times for each (G train , G test ) pair and report the average results. We also report results for each value of G test when the model structure is selected uniformly at random from the entire lattice, Λ.
We expect that if our model structure selection technique behaves appropriately, for each value of G test , performance should peak when G train = G test . For cases where G train < G test the model structures will be too flexible for the more limited parameter estimation data available during testing, and performance will suffer due to overfitting. On the other hand, when G train > G test , the model structures cannot appreciate all the patterns in the calibration data. The root mean squared error of each model for each test grouping is shown in Figure 4 . In fact, for each value of G test we see that performance is maximized when G train = G test , suggesting that our model structure selection procedure is appropriately balancing flexibility with generalization, for each amount of training data. Figure 5 shows the model structure learned when G train = 1, as well as a lowercomplexity model learned when G train = 16. For G train = 1, the model structure selection procedure observes sufficient evidence to distinguish σ 2 time and σ 2 points with respect to each position. The model makes far more distinctions for high priority players than their lower priority counterparts. This is likely due to two reasons. First, the elite players' skills are further spaced out than the reserve level players, whose skills are closer to average and thus more common across all players. Second, because the high-priority players play more often than the reserves, there is more statistical evidence to justify these distinctions. The positions of quarterback, kicker and tight end all have the characteristic that playing time tends to be dominated by one player, and the learned model structure makes no distinction for the variance of priorities across these positions. Finally, the model does not distinguish the injury statuses healthy and probable, nor does it distinguish doubtful and out. Thus, probable appears to suggest that the player will almost certainly participate at close to his normal level, and doubtful means the player is quite unlikely to play at all.
In general, models learned for G train = 16 contain fewer overall distinctions. In this case the model is similar to its G train = 1 counterpart, except that it makes far fewer distinctions with regard to the priority skill prior.
Finally, we compare the prediction accuracy of our approach to those of a standard support vector regression technique and a human expert. For the support vector regression approach we use the LIBSVM [6] implementation of -SVR with a RBF kernel.
Consider the prediction for the performance of player i on team t in week w. We train four SVR's with different feature sets, starting with a small set of the most informative features and enlarging it to include less relevant teammate and opponent features. The first SVR (SVR 1 ) includes only the points earned by player i in each of his games in the past year. Bye weeks are ignored, so f 1 is the points earned by player i in his most recent game, f 2 corresponds to his second most recent game, etc. For SVR 2 , we also include in the feature set player i's playing time for each game, as well as his injury status each game (including the upcoming game). SVR 3 adds the points, playing times, and injury statuses for each teammate of player i at the same position each game. Finally, SVR 4 adds for teams that player i has played against in the last year, as well as his upcoming opponent, the total number of fantasy points given up by the team for each of their games in the data window. At each week w, we train one SVR for each position, using one example for each player at each week y, w − h ≤ y ≤ w − 1 (an example for week y has features based on weeks y − h to y). All features are scaled to have absolute range [0,1] within the the training examples. We utilize a grid search on the validation data to choose values for , γ, and C.
We also compare our accuracy against statistical projections made by the moderator of the fantasy football website (www.fftoday.com) [7] . These projections, made before each week's games, include predictions on each of the point earning statistical categories for many of the league's top players. From these values, we compute a projected number of fantasy points according to Equation 13 . There are two caveats, the expert does not make projections for all players, and the projected statistical values are always integral, whereas our approach can predict any continuous number of fantasy points. To have a fair comparison, we compare results based only on the players for which the expert has made a prediction using the normalized Kendall tau distance. For this comparison, we construct two orderings each week, one based on projected points, the other based on actual points. The distance is then the number of disagreements between the Table 1 shows that our approach compares favorably with both the SVR and the expert. Again, note that because of the constrained vocabulary in which the expert predicts points, the final column is the only completely fair comparison with the expert. Of the candidate SVR feature sets, SVR 2 (with player i's points, playing times, and injury statuses) and SVR 3 (adding teammates' points, playing times, and injury statuses) perform the best.
Related Work
Our work on learning model structure is related to previous work on graphical-model structure learning, including Bayesian networks. In cases where a Bayes net is generating the data, a greedy procedure to explore the space of networks is guaranteed to converge to the correct structure as the number of training cases increases [8] . Friedman and Yakhini [9] suggest exploring the space of Bayes nets structures using simulated annealing and a BIC scoring function. The general task of learning the best Bayesian Network according to a scoring function that favors simple networks is NP-hard [10] . For undirected graphical models such as Markov Random Fields, application of typical model selection criteria is hindered by the necessary calculation of a probability normalization constant, although progress has been made on constrained graphical structures, such as trees [11, 12] . Our approach differs most notably from these in that we not only consider the relevancy of each feature, but the possible grouping of that feature's value. We also present a global search strategy for selecting model structure, and our approach applies when variables are continuous and interactions are more complex than a Bayesian network can capture.
Another technique, reversible jump Markov chain Monte Carlo [13] , generalizes Markov chain Monte Carlo to entertain jumps between alternative spaces of differing dimensions. Using this approach, it is possible to perform model selection based on the posterior probability of models with different parameter spaces. The approach requires that significant care be taken in defining the MCMC proposal distributions in order to avoid exorbitant mixing times. This difficulty is magnified when the models are organized in a high-degree fashion, as is the case for our lattice.
Conclusion
In this paper, we present an approach to select a model structure from a large space by only evaluating a small number of candidates. We present two search strategies, one global strategy guaranteed to find a model within of the best scoring candidate in terms of MDL. The second approach hill climbs in the space of model structures. We demonstrate our approach on a difficult fantasy football prediction task, showing that the model selection technique appropriately selects structures for various amounts of training data, and that the overall performance of the system compares favorably with the performance of a support vector regressor as well as a human expert.
